In recent times, the requirement for the generation of multi-document summary has gained a lot of attention among researchers. Multi-document summarization systems focus on generating compressed form of the documents which maintains the pertinent features of the original documents. Mostly, text summarization techniques use the sentence extraction technique where the salient sentences in the multiple documents are selected and presented as a summary. In our proposed system, we have developed a sentence extraction based multi-document summarization system using the principle of vertex cover algorithm which automatically selects relevant sentences that cover the predominant concepts of the input documents. This frame work represents the documents as a weighted undirected graph with sentences as the vertices and the similarity between the sentences as the edge weight between the corresponding vertices in the graph. The experimental result on the DUC 2002 data sets demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method in document summarization
Introduction
The amount of information in World Wide Web is getting enlarged day by day, resulting in information overload. In other words, to utilize the information effectively is a challenging practical task. An urgent need for text summarization has materialized due to information overload 1 . Text summarization relates to the process of obtaining a textual document, obtaining content from it, and providing the necessary content to the user in a shortened form and in a receptive way to the requirement of user or application 2 . The technology eases the inconvenience of information overload because only a concise review has to be considered instead of a complete textual document 3 . From the early stages of text summarization, its main purpose was to assist the user in finding the information by condensing the vital information from a fundamental source and providing its shortened form. In this regard, text summarization is regarded as a mediator between the user and information included in several documents 4 . Text summarization techniques are classified as abstractive summarization and extractive summarization. Abstraction can be described as the process of reading and understanding the text to recognize its content that is then compiled to a concise form 5 . Abstractive summarization is based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for parsing, deducing and generating summary. In contrast, extractive summarization can be described as the method of verbatim extraction of textual elements like paragraphs, sentences, words etc. from the source text. Extractive summarization is noticed to be flexible and consumes less time as compared to abstractive summarization 6 . Multi-document summary possesses some notable merits over a single-document summary. It offers a domain summary of a topic based on a document set representing identical information in several documents, distinct information in separate documents, and association between sections of information across various documents. It can enable the user to look for more information on certain facets of interest, and look into the distinctive singledocument summaries 7 . Most of the techniques employed in single-document summarization are also employed in multi-document summarization. There exist some notable difficulties 8 . (1) The degree of redundancy of information available in a group of topically-related documents is significantly larger than the redundancy of information within a single document, since each document incorporates important concepts and also the required shared background. So, anti-redundancy methods play a vital role. (2) The compression ratio (that is the summary size with regard to the size of the document set) will considerably be lesser for a vast collection of topically related documents than for single document summaries. When compression demands get intensified, summarization becomes challenging. (3) The co-reference problem in summarization possesses bigger challenges for multi-document than for singledocument summarization 9, 10 . In this paper, we present a graph based automatic multi-document summarization system using vertex cover algorithm 11 . Vertex cover of a graph represents subset of its vertices which can cover all the edges of the graph. Extractive multi-document summarization problem finds the subset of sentences from the input document which are relevant and cover major concepts. So multi-document summarization problem can be transformed to a vertex cover problem. A weighted undirected graph is constructed for the entire document set where vertices of the graph represent sentences of the document. Edges are maintained between every pair of vertices if the sentences corresponding to the vertices have some similarity. Weight is assigned to each of the edges in the graph using the combined cosine similarity and Normalized Google distance measures 12 . Vertex cover algorithm is applied on this graph with some constraints to select the most appropriate and required numbers of vertices on which all edges of the graph are incident. Sentences corresponding to the selected vertices give the summary with maximum relevance, minimum redundancy and limited length. We have used DUC 2002 dataset 23 to evaluate the system and results are analyzed using ROUGE Tool kit 24 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The review of related researches is given in Section 2. The proposed automatic summarization system is presented in Section 3. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Review of related researches
Numerous extractive and abstractive summarization methods are proposed in the literature to summarize the multiple documents. Extractive summarization based on topic identification and sentence ranking is more popular than abstractive summarization. Some of the works presented in the extractive multi-document summarization are given as follows:
Dragomir R. Radev et al. 13 have presented a multi-document summarizer, MEAD, which created summaries by employing cluster centroids, a vector of statically important terms in the clusters, generated by topic detection and tracking system. It discussed two techniques, a centroid-based summarizer which ranks and extracts sentences based on the features such as centroid value, position information and first-sentence overlap value, and an evaluation scheme on the grounds of sentence utility and subsumption.
Goldstein el al 14 proposed a frame work using Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR).This a query based summarization method which reduces redundancy in the summary while maintaining the relevance of the query during ranking process. Summarization by MMR, computes the cosine similarity between the given query and the input document and the cosine similarity between the currently selected sentence and partially constructed summary up to the current point. MMR computes relevance and novelty independently and their linear combination (the marginal relevance) is provided as a metric and maximizes this value to generate good summary.
Zhanying HE et al 15 have presented the text summarization problem as a data reconstruction problem and proposed the method Document Summarization based on Data Reconstruction (DSDR) which finds the summary sentences by minimizing the reconstruction error. DSDR first learns a reconstruction function for each sentence in the input documents and identifies an error formula for each sentence using that function. Optimal summary is generated by decreasing the reconstruction error by greedy method. DSDR selects the sentences that span the intrinsic subspace of the document sentence space so that it can cover (represent) the core information in the input documents.
Vertex cover based multi-document summarization system
In our work to extract the sentences for the summary, we used the concept of vertex cover problem in graph theory 11 . Vertex cover of a graph is a set of selected vertices such that every edge in the graph is incident to at least one of the selected vertices. Extractive multi-document summarization process selects finite set of relevant sentences that cover the entire concepts that is covered by all sentences in the input documents. Some conceptual similarities exist between multi-document summarization problem and the vertex cover problem. Multi-document summarization is performed by three steps: document transformation, graph modelling and sentence extraction by vertex cover algorithm.
We are developing a summarization system which generates the summary of related documents. Some important equivalent information may be available in more than one input documents participating in the summarization process. This can lead to the overlapping of information in the summary. Our multi-document summarization system addresses this problem also. This framework handles four important features of the summarization task such as relevancy, content coverage, diversity and length.
The vertex cover problem
Vertex cover problem is a popular problem in graph theory. Vertex cover of a graph is the subset of vertices of a graph such that each edge of the graph is incident to at least one vertex of the subset.
Formally vertex cover problem is defined as: Let be an undirected graph where represents the set of vertices and represents edges belonging to the graph. The goal is to find such that each edge Vertex cover problem and multi-document summarization problem can be considered as a subset selection problem with some constraints. So we transformed multi-document summarization problem to a vertex cover problem by representing the input document as a graph. Sentences in the input documents represent vertices of the graph and an edge exists between every pair of vertices if the similarity between the corresponding sentences is greater than zero. So the graph constructed is a weighted graph and problem is transformed to a maximum weight vertex cover problem which selects the vertex set with maximum information and covers all the edges. This task can be performed using three steps document transformation, graph modelling, and sentence extraction by vertex cover algorithm.
Document transformation
Let be the web based input document set submitted for summarization. D is decomposed into a set of candidate sentences, } where indicates the i th sentence in the document set and n the total number of sentences in the document set. Candidate sentences are to be extracted from HTML or text documents, which contain information that is not interesting from summarization perspective. So the document set D is pre-processed using the techniques such as noise removal and sentence segmentation, stop word removal 16, 17 and stemming using porter stemming algorithm 18, 19 . Let represents all the unique stemmed words obtained after the pre-processing of document set D, where m is the number of unique stemmed words. For further processing it is necessary to compute the similarity between the sentences in the document set D, which requires the appropriate representation of sentences. We used the vector space model (VSM), which is most popular representation for the text documents. In vector space model each sentence is represented by a vector of dimension m as ], where i =1,2,.. ,n and each element indicates the weight of word in the sentence . Number of words actually present in each sentence will be very less compared to m, the size of the word set T, so most of the entries in the sentence vector may be zero.
Weight of each word in the sentence vector must indicate the correlation between the corresponding words and sentence. Therefore if the j th word is absent in a pre-processed i th sentence then the corresponding weight is assigned zero otherwise a weight is computed using word frequency (tf) and inverse sentence frequency method (isf). This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a sentence in a collection of sentences. In tf-isf pattern tf indicates the frequency of occurrence of the word in the sentence and isf is a measure of how important a word in a sentences. If we consider tf alone for weight computation, frequently occurring words can highly influence the summarization process which is not desirable. The tf-isf balances the local tf and global isf in the sentence 20 . The weight of j th word in i th sentence is computed as (1) where indicates how many times word occurs in sentence , specifies the number of sentences in which the word occurs, n denotes the total number of sentences in the input document set D.
Graph modelling
An undirected weighted graph is constructed for the pre-processed input document set with n vertices, where n is the number of sentences in the input document set. An edge E ik is maintained between every pair of vertices V i and V k if there is a similarity between the sentence and . Weight of an edge E ik is the similarity between the sentence and . Similarity between the sentences is calculated using cosine similarity measure and Normalized Google Distance (NGD) based similarity measure 12 . We tested the performance of our system by computing the edge weight between the vertices using three methods such as cosine similarity; Normalized Google Distance based similarity and combination of both the methods. It is then observed that combination of both the methods gives better performance and it is used in this work.
Cosine similarity between the sentence vector and is calculated as (2) where indicates the weight of j th word in the and sentence vectors respectively. NGD based similarity between the sentences vector and is calculated as in the following equation.
where (4) is the NGD based similarity between the j th word and l th word . (5) where is the number of sentences containing the word j , i the number of sentences containing both the words j and l. WE ik , weight of an edge E ik is calculated as 21 (6) Once the weights are computed summary sentences are extracted using vertex cover algorithm.
Summary sentence selection using vertex cover algorithm
Once an undirected weighted graph is constructed for the entire input document set D, maximum weighted vertex cover algorithm is applied on the graph, to detect the important sentences that cover the entire concepts of the input documents. Associated with every vertex two variables are maintained 1) summary_flag -which indicates the presence of a vertex in the summary. Initially all are assigned 0, indicating that no vertex is included in the summary. 2) availability variable -determines whether the vertex is to be considered for further iteration. It is maintained to avoid redundant information from the summary. Sentences to be selected for the summary are identified by the algorithm given below.
Algorithm -Sentence selection using vertex cover _____________________________________________________________________________________________ Let n be the number of sentences or vertices in the document set, S i be a vector in the vector space model corresponding to the i th stemmed sentences without stop words, D be a vector corresponding to the entire document set. E be edges available in the modelled graph W i,j be combined similarity between sentences / vertices S i and S j .
Input: Set of documents to be summarized. Output: Sentences selected from input documents which are to be include in the summary Summary_length ← 0, Summary ← { } For i ← 1 to n Summary_flag(i) ← 0 Availability (i) ← 1 Sentence_score (i) ← combined similarity between S i and D obtained using equation (6) End for Accept required_size While required_size > summary_length Selected_vertex ← vertex with maximum Sentence_score Summary_length ← Summary_length + number of words in the selected vertex Summary = Summary U S seceted_vertex E= E-E selected_vertex, where E selected_vertex, are edges incident on selected_vertx Summary_flag (selected_vertex) ← 1 For i ←1 to n If (availability (i) = 1) and (combined Similarity (S i , S seceted_vertex ) >0.5) Availability (i) ← 0 End for For i ←1 to n If (availability (i) = 1) then Sentence_score(i) = ∑ WE ik where WE ik is the weight of an edge E ik Є E incident on vertex i, calculated using equation (6) 
End for End while
By the above algorithm a summary is generated with high relevance, with less redundancy and of limited length.
Step 8 guarantees that sentences selected are relevant, step 10 minimizes the redundancy in the summary and step 4 and 6 limits the summary size to the required value.
Experimental results
Proposed system is tested using subset of Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) 2002 data set. DUC 2002 dataset of multiple documents written about the same topics and corresponding 200 words extractive summaries are used for the evaluation of our system..
In our experiment, all the documents in the document set are combined to get a single document after the removal of the HTML tags and separation of sentences from each document. Stop word removal and word stemming is performed as the pre-processing step to transform these sentences into a format suitable for the processing. Proposed algorithm is performed on these pre-processed sentences to extract the summary.
For the performance evaluation we used the ROUGUE-1.5.5 (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) package 22 . ROUGE is accepted by DUC as the official evaluation metric for document summarization. It provides measures which automatically identifies the quality of the system generated summary with summary given in DUC data set or the human generated summary. ROUGE-N, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W, ROUGE-S and ROUGE-SU are the measures available to evaluate the quality of summarization 22 .
Where the Sref specifies the reference summaries, S is a sentence in the reference summary, N indicates the length of N-gram, Maxcout (N-gram) is the maximum number of N-grams occurring in the generated summaries and reference summaries. An N-gram is a contiguous sequence of N items from a given sequence of text. The items can be syllables, letters, words or base pairs according to the application. N-gram overlap with N=1 is identical to cosine similarity. If N>1, N-gram overlap is more accurate than cosine similarity and it considers the ordering of words in a sentence.
ROUGUE-L and ROUGUE-W are the two extension of ROUG-N provided in the ROUGE tool kit 22 . ROUGUE-L computes the length of the longest common subsequence (LCS) between candidate (system generated) summary and the reference summary and ROUGUE-W consider the weighted LCS and are calculated as 22 . (8) where R LCS , P LCS , F LCS are recall, precision and F-measure in ROUGUE-L , C is the candidate summary which contains n words and rs i , i=1,2,...,u are sentences in a reference summary containing m words. LCS U (rs i ,C) is the LCS score of the union of longest common subsequence between reference sentence rs i and candidate summary C.
Table1 ROUGUE F-Score evaluation The performance of our method on DUC 2002 dataset is compared with Document Summarization based on Data Reconstruction (DSDR) and Maximum Marginal relevance (MMR) applied on the centroid methods. The ROUGUE score of these methods are given in Table 1 . It is observed that our method generates better score than other two methods. The summary generated contains relevant sentences without redundancy.
Conclusion
We have developed an automatic graph based, multi-document summarization system which is applicable for both the single and multi-document summarization. Summary generated guarantees minimum redundancy, required length and covers main concepts of the document. Sentences are extracted based on cosine similarity and Normalized Google Distance based measure. Experiment is performed using DUC 2002 data set and the associated extracted summaries. Performance of the system is compared with centroid method where redundancy is controlled by MMR and DSDR methods using ROUGE Tool kit. Our method gives better score than other two methods. This system can be further improved by identifying new technique to calculate the edge weight in the graph which improves the relevance of the sentences selected for the summary.
